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NOTATION

NPSH = Nett Positive Suction Head (m)

co = Angular velocity (rads/s)

R = Radius of eye (m)

R^ = Radium of hub (m)

Q = Volume flow (m /s)

= Incipient cavitation number for impeller

= 2 g.NPSH/(u>Re)
2

<l> = Flow coefficient
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Introduction

A primary objective in the design of the sodium punps for the UK
Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor has been to avoid cavitation
during normal operation. This requirement arises from the need to avoid
blade erosion and also, in the case of the Primary Sodium Pumps (PSP),
the generation of cavitation noise which might otherwise interfere with
instrumentation installed to detect noise of boiling in the core.

This paper outlines the approach adopted to achieve a pump design with
good cavitation performance and the programme of model testing carried
out in a water loop to establish the cavitation boundaries for incipient
cavitation of selected designs using both visual and acoustic
techniques.

UK cavitation criteria

Operational experience with PFR suggests that, for normal operating
conditions, the general background noise levels from the PSPs are
acceptably low and it seemed reasonable therefore to retain the same
cavitation criteria for the CDFR pumps. This resulted in a cavitation
specification for the PSPs which called for a margin of 25% above the
NPSH at which incipient cavitation could be detected visually when
operating at the full power design point. When operating with three
pumps only, with one valved off, the margin is arbitrarily reduced to
10%. In this case the speed of the pumps is reduced to about 83% of
design speed to maintain approximately the full design flow through
each. This would allow the station to generate about 75% full power.

Design considerations

Pump cavitation can, of course, be suppressed by simply increasing the
NPSH available at the pump inlet e.g. by increasing the gas blanket
pressure or by increasing the depth of immersion. Whilst the former
option is available on the Secondary Sodium Pumps (SSPs) this is not the
case on the PSPs because safety considerations require that should a
pipe immersed in the primary pool be fractured above the roof level
active sodium would not be forced upwards into the secondary containment
building by the gas blanket pressure.

Increasing the depth of immersion demands a longer shaft which, in turn,
reduces the whirling speed for a given shaft stiffness. The gains to he
achieved by this means are therefore severely restricted in practice
although the development of super-critical shafts would ease this
constraint somewhat.

This means that in order to achieve the highest possible design speed
and hence the smallest, lightest and lowest cost pump the designer must
strive to reduce the incipient cavitation coefficient 0^ to the lowest
possible value. The position has now been reached where the cavitation
performance of the 'best' blades tested is very close to that
theoretically achievable so that the emphasis will shift towards the
problem of manufacturing the pump impellers to the high standards of
profile and surface finish demanded.
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If the blade-to-blade variation can be reduced and if some cavitation
could be tolerated when only three out of four pumps are operating then
there is clearly scope for reducing the design margins applied. The
pump designs would benefit directly as a consequence as indicated in
section 6.

Analytical design methods available

Design of pump impellers as a whole has not benefitted much from
analytical methods compared to gas or steam turbines or aircraft for two
main reasons:

(i) the flow in pumps is further from the inviscid potential flow
type that can most easily be predicted because of the quite
large viscous effects towards the trailing edge of the impeller
and the general presence of cavitation. The flow is also
usually strongly 3-dimensional with no large, approximately
2-dimensional regions

(ii) it is relatively easy to test models of pumps and develop them
empirically because temperatures, Mach numbers, stresses etc
are low and scaling for Reynold's No. is the only difficulty
and that often minor.

Pump design has therefore rarely inspired new analytical methods, but
those developed for other applications can often be applied to pumps.
The theoretical analysis of sodium pumps should be somewhat easier;
there is, by design, no cavitation and only the inlet region is of
interest, where potential flow theory is quite a good approximation.

Methods realistically applicable come in the following general
classifications, with examples of programs.

Quasi 3-D

Full 3-D

Inviscid

Streamline curvature and
blade-to-blade
(Wilkinson/Martensen)

Finite element (Worster)
Time Marching (Denton)

Viscous

Finite difference (PHOENICS) I

4.1 Quasi 3-D

The calculation of flow is in two parts, a through flow calculation for
the meridional stream surfaces followed by a blade-to-blade calculation
for the flow along the intersection between a meridional stream surface
and the blade. The through flow calculation would generally be done
using a streamline curvature method. There are many of these, although
not all are of equal merit, and most organisations have access to one.
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Correct allowance for blade forces on the fluid and deviation from the
blade direction near the trailing edge are essential features. They
require the hub and casing geometry and blade angle and blockage over
the blade surface to be specified and then give the velocity and
pressure for an assumed circumferentially averaged flow for given total
through flow and blade rpm. A simple blade-to-blade solution can be
obtained from the circumferential equation of motion but this is not
accurate enough for cavitation prediction.

A better blade-to-blade solution, which is almost exact, has been
developed from the original 2-D Martensen method by Wilkinson (Ref 1).
This allows a change of radius and variation in stream surface spacing
along the blade to be included and gives an 'exact' solution around the
leading edge at all incidences; the only method that does this. An
'inverse' or 'design' method which finds the blade shape to give a
specified suction surface pressure distribution, including the leading
edge point, is also available.

Neglected are viscous effects, not too important near the leading edge,
and stream surface twist, which is averaged'out in the through flow
approximation.

4.2 3-D inviscid

The Time Marching method was developed to predict 3-D flows in steam
turbines originally, by Denton, and also exists in 2-D, quasi 3-D and
through flow forms (Ref 2). It has more recently been applied to gas
turbine compressor problems. Its main advantage is an ability to treat
subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows alike, and so predict shock
waves, because the form of the equations is hyperbolic in time and
independent of local Mach number. None of this is relevant to pumps but
the simple form of the mass, momentum and energy equations used in this
formation made extension to a full 3-D solution from the original 2-D
relatively easy. A low Mach number solution for a pump is therefore
quite practical but rather inaccurate near the leading edge in its
original form. This was because the form of the grid used was such that
a stagnation point between grid points was not predictable by the
method. The blunt leading edge had to be replaced by a wedge shaped or
cusped version in which there was no calculating point actually at the
leading edge and the velocities near the leading edge were generally
inaccurate, particularly at off-design incidences. Other techniques
which treat the leading edge correctly, like any other calculating point
are being developed in 2-D at least, using wrap-around grids, but these
are not yet generally available.

The Finite Element method for pumps was originally developed by
Worster(Ref 3). It gives an inviscid 3-D solution but the level of
approximation is controlled by the number of elements used and their
types. For the cases shown at the 1983 Edinburgh Cavitation Conference
the pressure was constant along the sides of each element.
Quadrilateral flow elements were used, fairly equally spaced in the flow
direction on the blade so that the leading edge was triangular and came
to a point in this representation. However the constant pressure
assumption, while preventing this from giving infinite velocity at the
leading edge also prevented the correct sharp leading edge velocity peak
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appearing at off-design incidences. Comparison with experiment showed
that the method predicted the design flow coefficient and inception
cavitation number well but was very inaccurate at off-design flows
because the leading edge peak was underestimated.

As in the case of the Time Marching method there is nothing fundamental
about this, progressive concentration of grid points near the leading
edge being possible to increase the resolution there and give a more
accurate solution. It is all a question of improved mesh generation,
more data input and longer program run times. However quite fine point
spacing would be required to reproduce the peak accurately with constant
pressure elements. Only the Wilkinson/Martensen method gives an
accurate solution in this region with a very small total computation.

4.3 Viscous 3-D

Two omissions of the inviscid solutions are the hub and casing wall
boundary layers and the re-entering leakage flow from between impeller
and casing. The latter is a few percent of the total flow and
recirculates. It is injected upstream of the blade and will ideally
re-energise the casing boundary layer if done well but otherwise may
thicken it and perturb the flow at blade inlet. The wall boundary
layers are generally fairly thin as the flow is designed to accelerate
continuously from intake lip to blade leading edge.

PHOENICS is a finite difference program which, in principle, may allow
these effects and the blade surface 3-D boundary layers and separations
to be included. It gives a 3-D solution with a k-E turbulence model.
Not many applications have been tried but a recent PHOENICS users
conference (Ref 4) gave one case for 'flow and blade loading in
centrifugal impellers'. This was an application to a centrifugal
impeller and was concerned mainly with blade loadings and overall
pressure rise which were predicted well, compared to experiments.
Secondary flow at outlet was also predicted. There was no detail round
the leading edge so it was of little value as a cavitation prediction
validation exercise, although the loading towards the leading edge was
good. No doubt this method is the same as the other 3-D methods in
requiring considerable grid refinement near the leading edge in order to
have any chance of predicting the peak. Again such refinement is in
principle possible but remains to be demonstrated.

There are a number of other 3-D viscous flow programs in various stages
of development, including that of Peric (Imperial College) (Ref 5) and
FL0W3-D from UKAEA Harwell, both of which are in the final stages of
development for general 3-D flows but have not been applied to
turbo-machinery.

Cavitation performance tests

The hydraulic development of the primary sodium pumps for CDFR during
the period 1979 to 1983 was reviewed in Ref 1. This paper describes the
test facility used to test on 0.222 scale model of a pump designed to
meet the duty shown in Table 1.
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5.1 Visible cavitation inception tests

In addition to the hydraulic performance the rig was designed
specifically to observe cavitation on the blade surfaces of the rotating
impeller using stroboscopic lighting. The deterinination of the onset of
visible cavitation for a variety of impellers, inlet configurations and
operating conditions, therefore, was the principle objective of this
phase of the test programme.

The test procedure used was as follows:

The water in the closed test loop was 'deaerated1 by running the pump
for about two hours at 750 rpm at maximum flow, while bypassing some of
the flow through a spray into the vacuum tank and applying the maximum
vacuum: eventually this would settle out at about 1.5 m WG above the
vapour pressure at about room ambient temperature, say 15 to 20°C.

This was done, not so much to reduce the quantity of gas nucleii in the
water, but to maintain a reasonable standard of visibility of the blade
inlets. That is, there were always plenty of travelling gas nucleii in
the flow in spite of the relatively low air content; presumably these
arose in turbulent or cavitating flow at the loop breakdown valves.

Note

When noise measurements were being made, however, a non-cavitating valve
was fitted to reduce pressure.

The point of visible cavitation inception in these tests was determined
by gradually dropping inlet pressure until a patch of cavitation
appeared to be visible continuously in stroboscopic lighting of one
flash per revolution. The pressure was then slowly raised until the
cavitation appeared on and off with an intermittency of about 50%.

The NPSH at this point is defined here as that at visible cavitation
inception and the corresponding impeller inlet cavitation number is:

a± = 2 g(NPSHi)/Ue
2

where Ue is the peripheral velocity of the impeller eye. When the
cavitation inception is close to the eye of the impeller this impeller
cavitation number is close to numerical value to the blade cavitation
number used by water tunnel experts, who use the relative velocity in
the tunnel. The true relative velocity near the blade at an impeller
inlet is difficult to determine and Ue is usually used as the
representative velocity.

Similarly, the non-dimensional impeller inlet flow coefficient is here
defined in the simplest way

<j> = Q/(Ue.Ae)

where Ae is the cross-sectional area of the inlet annulus in the plane
of the impeller eye.
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The results of these earlier tests on an impeller with transparent inlet
blading designated TS2 are summarised in Fig 1. This shows the
incipient cavitation envelope within which 6 of the 7 blades lie with a
representative pump inlet configuration. Superimposed are the operating
points for 4 pumps running at a design speed of 450 rpm and for 3 pumps
only at 374 rpm, the other pump being valved off. As a result the
following conclusions were reached:

(i) a two-stage pump could be designed with a design speed of
450 rpm to meet the full load duty specified

(ii) the 3-pump only case could be met provided that the full size
impellers could be manufactured to a consistently high standard
of profile accuracy with a good surface finish

(iii) the cavitation performance of the pumps is sensitive to inlet
flow disturbances but inlet features such as support webs and
valve operating rods can be designed to have no adverse
effect.

5.2 Acoustic measurements

Acoustic methods of detecting cavitation were developed in the UK to aid
the testing of the prototype and production models of the PFR primary
and secondary pumps (Ref 7). The techniques have been further refined
and are now used in support of the development of the CDFR pumps.

Acoustic methods offer the advantage that they can be used in both water
and sodium and at all stages of the development of the pump from model
impeller to the finished production pump. An acoustic instrument will
detect cavitation anywhere in the pump whereas the visual method only
detects cavitation which occurs within the field of the viewing facility
provided. On the other hand the acoustic method at present cannot
indicate where within the pump the cavitation is occurring though
location techniques for distinguishing noise from within the pump from
noise originating elsewhere are available.

The acoustic signal from cavitation is generated by the collapse of the
vapour bubbles. It has been shown that the terminal velocity of the
wall of a bubble collapsing in a gas free liquid can exceed the velocity
of sound and generate shock waves. These waves excite the resonances in
the pump and in the detector and produce an acoustic signal made up of
sharp pulses when observed in the time domain and with a spectrum
extending to very high frequencies in the frequency domain.

This cavitation noise can be detected by monitoring the root mean square
(rms) of the signal in a high frequency band or by amplitude
discrimination to detect and count the acoustic pulses. The rms method
involves time averaging so that when the cavitation bubble collapses
are well separated, as may be the case in incipient cavitation, the
output of the rms system is small. In this case it is preferable to use
a pulse counting method which in principle can detect the collapse of a
single bubble. In practice the discriminator level would be set to give
a low or zero count rate in the non-cavitating condition and the count
rate monitored as NPSH is reduced to detect the onset of cavitation.
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In both these techniques cavitation becomes detectable when the signal
level rises significantly above the non-cavitating background noise
determined by operation at a high value of cavitation coefficient. This
can be a problem in practical situations where the available or allowed
degree of pressurisation may be insufficient to determine the pressure
independent background noise unambiguously. When background noise is
high the onset of cavitation may be masked.

The presence of free or dissolved gas in the pumped liquid can greatly
reduce the acoustic signal front cavitation first by cushioning the
collapse so that the shock waves and hence the high frequencies are not
generated and secondly by the attenuation of the sound by the residual
gas bubbles which surround the cavitation site in a gassy liquid. It is
therefore necessary to take steps to reduce dissolved gas to a low level
before tests commence. In a loop this can be done for example by
running for some time with cavitation say in a valve, with some
arrangement to disentrain the gas bubbles.

In comparing the two techniques, visual and acoustic, it is important to
ensure that the test environment does not predjudice the result in
favour of either method. This is best achieved by attempting to
optimise the conditions for both techniques. For acoustics this implies
minimising the background noise and keeping the gas content at a very
low level as well as siting transducers so that they will not be
affected greatly by flow noise or mechanical noises from the drive. For
visual detection good light and clear water are essential but it is
equally important to have a large field of view. It is not sufficient
to observe the blade any over a small sector of its travel.

The results shown in Fig 2 were obtained on a loop at Weir Pumps Ltd.,
shows the detection of cavitation on a model of an impeller for the CDFR
pump. The curves show the variation of the acoustic noise in a l/3rd
octave band at 40 KHz plotted against the cavitation coefficient while
the hatched area at the bottom shows the visually observed inception
points on each of the six blades. There are five curves covering a
range of flows from 80% to 120% design flow.

Considering first the curve for 80% flow, <f> = 0.2, the acoustic signal
rises sharply with reducing values of starting from a value very close
to that at which visible cavitation appears on the first blade. At
higher values of the acoustic signal is constant giving a close and
unambiguous agreement between acoustic and visual detection in this
case. At the other flows there is also a sharp rise in the acoustic
signal close to the value of a. at which cavitation is first seen but in
some cases, notably at the design point, there is an earlier slower rise
in the acoustic signal as is reduced. This additional source of noise
has the characteristics of cavitation in that it increases as the
pressure falls.

The variation of the cavitation inception point with flow about the
design flow is shown in Fig 3. The curves represent visual detection of
cavitation inception on the worst blade at each flow value and acoustic
detection using two levels of discrimination. The upper acoustic curve
was obtained by extrapolating the steep part of the noise curves in
Fig 2 to the point at which it intercepts the background noise level.
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In this way the effect of the source of the slowly increasing noise is
ignored. This point was taken as the cavitation inception point, the
lower acoustic curve is obtained by taking the value of a. at which the
noise on this extrapolated line has risen to 10 dB above the
background.

The acoustic curves show a similar dependence on the flow coefficient as
the curves for the onset of visible cavitation and at the extremes of
flow the agreement between the acoustic and visual techniques is good.
However, near the design flow the acoustic method indicates cavitation
inception at a significantly higher value of than that for the onset of
visible cavitation on the worst blade.

5.3 Effect of model pump speed

A fundamental and necessary condition for accurately modelling the
cavitation performance of a pump is that the pressure field should
be the same as for the full scale pump. This requires the dynamic
heads in the model pump to be equal to those in the full scale
pump i.e.

I Pm V m = i pV where suffix m denotes model

pm

m R ./ P— ; —
Rm V V

For sodium at 370°C and water at 20°C, ( P*/pm)* = 0.93

so ti>m = 0.93 R_

to m

For the model scale used therefore (0.222) the test speed corresponding
to 450 rpm would be 1904 rpm.

Due to limitations on the rig drive the tests carried out prior to 1984
were carried out at either 748 or 1485 rpm. The latter speed
corresponds closely to the scale speed demanded for an early two-stage
pump design having a design speed of 360 rpm but it was recognised that
the higher speed designs then being considered running at 450/480 rpm
would require a higher test speed to obtain correct simultations of the
flow/pressure field at the pump inlet. Previous comparative tests at
the two speeds obtainable indicated that the 'speed effect1 might not be
pronounced but nevertheless it was considered prudent to examine this
point further. As a consequence the rig drive was modified to allow the
pump speed to be varied between 1200 and 1950 rpm.

Because there was some doubt whether the composite plastic/bronze
impeller designated TS2 would withstand the higher speeds a new
all-bronze impeller designated S2(B) was cast. Although the blades were
carefully profiled by hand using templates, the cavitation performance
of this impeller was not as good as expected. As Fig 4 shows there was
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a considerable variation in blade-to-blade performance and the curves
lie well above those obtained for the TS2 impeller. Furthermore the
optimum flow coefficient for this impeller is too high to match the
design point presumably due to a small error in blade incidence.
Nevertheless the effect of speed was measured on a 'good1 blade No. 3
and as Fig 5 shows, although the effect was small near the optimum flow
coefficient is to high it becomes pronounced at lower flow coefficients
i.e. when the blade is operating at a positive incidence. The reason for
this is not clear but it was suspected that, although small, the change
in Reynolds Number might be responsible. To throw further light on this
phenomenon a small local flat was filed on the leading edge of one blade
to see whether cavitation induced at this point showed sensitivity to
speed but as Fig 6 shows, this was not the case.

At this stage it was decided to attempt running the TS2 impeller at
higher speeds to seek further confirmation of the effect. This proved
to be possible and the results shown in Fig 7 indicated a similar trend,
i.e. the incipient cavitation number increased considerably with speed
when operating above and below the design point but there appeared to be
no significant effect at the design flow where incidence was low and the
minimum pressure point on the blade surfaces had moved away from the
blade leading edges.

At the lower and higher flowrates, which correspond to an incidence of
about 1.5 degrees, the minimum pressure points have shifted to the
leading edge. Bearing in mind the thin blade sections used the
sensitivity of local pressure distribution to Reynolds Number in the
flow condition is thought to be due to the formation of a laminar
separation bubble just beyond the leading edge but this has not been
verified.

Design implications

The UK requirements to achieve cavitation free operation has important
implications so far as the design of the primary sodium pumps is
concerned in that it limits the design speed and this in turn
determines, for a given head requirement, the overall physical size of
the pump. If operation is also required with only 3 pumps running the
other being valved off, then the flow coefficient on the running pumps
increases by approximately 20%. Since both operating points must lie
within the cavitation free zone it is necessary to choose a higher value
of cavitation coefficient at the full-load design point than would be
otherwise necessary for four pump operation only.

To give some indication of the influence of these requirements on the
design it may be noted that the CDFR PSPs were designed to operate at a
cavitation number CN = 0.52 which corresponds to a design speed of
450 rpm (Ref 1). If cavitation free operation was required at the
reactor full duty design point only however and no margin was allowed
for scale effect OJ could be reduced to about 0.3 and the corresponding
design speed increased to around 590 rpm. The effect of such an
increase on the design of the pump would be considerable since, if
advantage is taken of the additional head available due to the increased
depth of immersion, it would allow the head to be generated by the lower
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stage only of the two-stage pump proposed. This would result in a
significant reduction in pump cost since in addition to the savings on
the pump the drive motor size and cost would be lower for the higher
operating speed. However before advantage can be taken of reduced
cavitation design margins we need to carry out further development to
ensure that consistent and predicable full scale performance can be
achieved. In addition a review of alternative operating philosophies
would seem worthwhile since this could lead to further reductions in
pump and reactor costs.

Summary of present position

(i) A stringent specification for cavitation inception has been
adopted in the UK to avoid the risk of erosion or the
generation of excessive noise which might interfere with
acoustic safety instrumentation.

(ii) Analytical methods for the design of pump impellers are being
developed and various two and three dimensional codes are
available some of which take account of viscosity. The most
promising are a two dimensional code which gives an exact
solution for the pressure field around the blade leading edge
and a three dimensional finite element code which can predict
cavitation inception at the design flow.

(iii) Hydraulic tests in water on models of the CDFR primary sodium
pump impeller have shown that the cavitation inception is very
sensitive to variations in blade profile and surface defects.
The tests also showed that the performance of the best blade
was close to the best that is theoretically possible. The
specification can therefore be met at the design point and also
for three out of four pump operation if blade-to-blade
variations can be limited by manufacturing the full scale
impeller to high precision and with a good surface finish."

(iv) The cavitation coefficient for inception varied with test speed
at flows away from the design flow. This is thought to be due
to laminar flow separation near the leading edge being
dependent on Reynold's number.

(v) Acoustic methods for the detection of cavitation have been
developed. They have been shown to have high sensitivity and
provide a method of testing pumps at all stages from model
impeller to full size pump in water or sodium. Procedures
necessary to obtain good measurements have been identified.
There is generally good correlation between the acoustic and
visual methods of detecting cavitation though acoustic
instruments sometimes indicate cavitation inception at a higher
pressure than visual techniques. This has still to be
satisfactorily explained.
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TABLE 1

PUMP DESIGN PARAMETERS

Volumetric flow (excludes bearing flow) 4.487 m /s

Primary circuit pressure drop 957 +_ 83.0 kN/m

Cover gas pressure 124 to 127 kN/m

Sodium temperature at start-up 200°C

Sodium temperature during reactor refuelling 200 to 250°C

Sodium temperature (on power) . 340 to 370°C
i

NPSH available 16.9 m

Design speed (100%) 450 rpm

Range of pump speed (infinitely variable) 20 to 100%

Emergency drive motor speed 10% full speed

Power input 5.6 MW
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